
One of the fastest growing industries in our
rapidly changing economy is the travel and hospi-
tality industry. Every day, millions of tourists, busi-

ness travelers and convention delegates stay overnight in hotels in the United States and Canada.
Millions more eat in hotel restaurants and host celebrations in hotel public rooms and patronize
hotel shops. At the heart of this growing industry are the hard-working people who make the beds,
prepare the meals and greet the stranger at the front door. 

Yet as the hotel industry rapidly consolidates into international and increasingly profitable cor-
porations, these companies have become distanced from the hotel workers they employ.  It is a
painful irony that those who provide hospitality to travelers and guests in the United States and
Canada are so often denied living wages, fair working conditions and basic human dignity by the
hotels that employ them.

Hotel workers provide comfort for the stranger against enormous odds in the workplace, includ-
ing increasing work loads, understaffing, persecution when they organize and lack of health cover-
age. Sometimes immigrant workers have their own immigration status used against them, even as
they serve the needs of foreign travelers. The same workers who create a “home away from home”
for the business traveler often struggle to have a home of their own, even while working full time. 

The conditions of hotel workers today reveal the deepening economic divide — multiplying
wealth and luxury for the few, while the working poor struggle to secure the basic necessities of life. 

AS LEADERS IN OUR RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES, we acknowledge that hospitality is at the heart of a
healthy society. But that hospitality must extend beyond the paying customer and the stockholder,
and include the workers as well. 

WE REMIND the owners and managers of hotels that only when hotel workers can support them-
selves and their families with their earnings, when they are treated with respect and when they have
the right to organize for improved conditions will the industry be practicing true hospitality

WE AFFIRM that workers are acting for the best interests of the larger society when they rise up to
improve a vital and growing industry, in partnership with their union, UNITEHERE. 

AND WE PLEDGE that we ourselves will stand by hotel workers, by hosting our own celebrations
and conventions only in settings that reflect the core values for which our faith traditions stand —
hospitality and human dignity. 
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